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Words from the CEO
Patt Chalwa
Over the last few weeks KZN and Eastern Cape experienced
heavy rainfall and flooding. These unfortunate events left many
families without a home, some sustained critical injuries and
unfortunately people’s lives were also lost. Our heartfelt
condolences to families who lost their loved ones. My thoughts
are with the many people who have been greatly affected.
Weather events like this remind us of the importance of building
resilience into our future infrastructure.
An important part of this planning is the need for government
delivery agencies to move away from the prescriptive
specifications that have been used for decades to more
performance-based specifications that enable greater
innovation. The construction industry is widely perceived as
being among the less innovative sectors, in part due to its
project-based and fragmented nature. However, there is an
increasing recognition that to understand and quantify the
extent of innovative activity within a sector, metrics appropriate
to the particular sector must be developed. The patterns of
innovation in construction are different in many ways from those
of others, and effective management of innovation is still
essential to create value for construction customers and their
clients. Therefore, more research is required to analyse the
different types of innovative activities as well as the role of
project stakeholders in stimulating and implementing
construction innovation.
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Announcements
New Colleagues
We would like to welcome our new colleagues to the NCI
team - we look forward to having you onboard.

Ms Philile Dlamini

Business Development
Officer for Durban Branch

Ms Abigail Nemukogwe
Technical Mentor - East
London Branch
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Announcements
New Graduate

Congratulations to
Neo Motsilanyane,
our Area Manager, for
attaining her Masters
degree in Civil
Engineering. We are
proud of you!
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Upcoming events
NCI in partnership with Arcelormittal

NCI in partnership with Arcelormittal Projects SA will be
launching its training programme for the benefit of
emerging contractors, recruited from NCI’s mentorship
programme. The event is scheduled to take place on
the 28th and 29th of April 2022 from 09:00 to 13:00 at 127
Johannes Nkosi Street – NCI Durban Branch.
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Past events
Nkomo Village Career and Business Expo
NCI/MDV Projects and Broll Consortium participated in the Nkomo
Village Career and Business Expo hosted by Safari Investments.
The Expo was designed for business entities to showcase their
business offerings/services and different careers available in the
community of Atteridgeville.
NCI’s objectives in partaking in the event entailed but is not limited
to: showcasing and marketing of NCI, obtaining interested parties for
the various programmes currently advertised and implemented, and
long term network establishment with potential stakeholders. NCI is
glad to report that those objectives were indeed met and will be
followed through. A big thank you to Atteridgeville staff for running
the event successfully.

Property Point
On the 26th of April 2022 NCI had a meeting with Property Point to
explore synergies between between the two entities. NCI is looking
forward to a fruitful partnership with Property Point.
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Birthdays of the Month
Our colleague from Atteridgeville Branch, Ms Refilwe

Makogshi celebrated her birthday on the 28th of April

2022. We would like to wish Refilwe a belated happy
birthday; we hope she had a wonderful birthday.
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Contact us
Address
199 Anton Lembede Street,
Suite 2305, 23rd
Floor Embassy
Phone Number
+27 (031) 368 - 1207 /
+27 (031) 3822 / 3878
Email
info@natci.org.za
website
www.natci.co.za

